
Step 1 - Find your space

How are you today? Out of 10? A simple question that can start an important conversation.

Whether a 9 or a 2, having a non-judgmental, confidential space you can talk to others can

help keep up your mental fitness. It’s a support network that’s there to listen at your highest

highs and lowest lows. At Talk Club, we give the platform to men to open up, but there’s no

reason why the set-up wouldn’t work with other groups. In fact, Talk Club has been helping

PROJECT:TALK run a mixed gender session on Saturday mornings since October at the

University of Bristol! Here’s a few tips on how to run similar sessions in your own circles.
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Suitable for: Groups of 3 to 8, if more split into groups with seperate facilitators

Time needed: 60 to 120 minutes, best to allow max time so you don’t rush people

when opening up.

You'll need: Access to an online meeting platform, and a willing pair of ears (or

BSL)!

When safe to do so, your space should be a quiet room, accessible to all. For example, a café, pub,

hotel, or other venue where you can assure you won’t be disturbed. Nowadays, however, Zoom,

Teams, Google Hangout are the next best thing and can make things simpler. Make sure everyone

turns their camera on if they can, turns their phone on silent, and that they’re in a place where they

feel comfortable and won’t be interrupted by family, colleagues or similar.
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Hold your own Talk Club 

Mental fitness workout! 

In partnership with We TALK CLUB CIC 

Step 2 - Open up your space

When you have a time, space (or link), and are ready to, invite your group along! Talk Club focuses

on men, but if you have a specific group or audience in mind then you can tailor the format of

mental fitness workout to suit. Similar peer-led groups have previously ran with Coppafeel! and also

for those affected by grief and or terminal illness. Let us know about your event via our quick form.

https://forms.gle/fMeDdTeuZW73zNEh7
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Step 4 - Go through the rounds 

It is best, especially on video calls, to have a structure in place to guide the conversation and allow

every equal chance to speak. The four rounds at Talk Club are:

1. Check-in: how are you out of 10?

2. What are you grateful for this week?

3. What will you do for your mental fitness in the next week?

4. Check-out: how are you now out of 10?

You may want to come up with your own questions, however, if you have a specific context your

group is focused, e.g. a sport, a common goal, etc. The above is what we use at Talk Club and works

well for generic attendees. Please speak to someone from PROJECT:TALK if you would further help

forming your structure.

Step 3 - Establish the ground rules 

At Talk Club, we use the following ground rules: respect, confidentiality, and to avoid passing

comment on religion or politics. The first two are vital. With respect, go round the group and make

sure every attendee has their time to talk and feels listened to. It’s a good policy to have everyone

else on mute until they’re finished speaking. Then, it’s really important at the start to establish that

nobody present is a professional and that this is peer support. We try not to give advice, but simply

say “thank you” when somebody has shared and express our support for them.

Remember “Plane Safety Rules”: Put the oxygen mask on yourself before you help others. This is

about mental fitness and not trying to fix mental illness. Remember these are talking and listening

groups, not therapy. You, as the facilitator are not expected to play the role of therapist and you

should not try to take on or solve people’s problems. Nobody in the group is all-knowing and to

benefit the wellbeing of all, the discussion should be centred around personal experience. If you are

worried about someone, talk to them quietly after the session if in-person or reach out via message or

email if virtual. To maintain the boundaries of the sessions, it is best to simply express your concern

and signpost them to professional counselling directories (BACP if Bristol), StayingSafe.net,

Samaritans, CALM, or similar. 

Step 5 - Safeguarding 
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Step 6 - Rinse and repeat! 

Regularity is really important for mental fitness. Let people know when and where the sessions are

and keep it that way as best you can. Whether weekly, fortnightly, monthly, make sure people can

develop a routine of checking in with the process. And enjoy! These sessions can be joyous places

of sharing and laughing, seeing the progress of individuals in the group and being there to listen and

support in tougher times. All in all, we believe talking and listening groups are a healthy part of good

mental fitness and want to share the practice worldwide.

If you'd like to discuss bringing a regular Talk Club to your community, email info@projecttalk.org.uk

and we'll put you in touch with the team!


